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  Abstract 

Based on qualitative research this paper sets out to explain factors behind women’s choice for 

entrepreneurship within patriarchal social system. Selected through purposive sampling, 23 female 

entrepreneurs were interviewed using open ended questionnaire. Falling under the category of “forced 

entrepreneurs”, all the respondents were driven out of compulsive circumstances to establish their own 

private enterprise. Whether primary or supplementary, women’s work in the public sphere was articulated 

as an extension of their traditionally approved gender role. This greatly convened their choice for self-

employment. Support of husband, children’s well-being, future security, respect and dignity in work, 

emerge as major push factors. The narratives of their lived experiences also hint at women’s sense of 

agency, autonomy and self-actualization derived from their work. The research helps to arrive a better 

understanding of female entrepreneurship. 

 

Keywords: Gender, Entrepreneurship, Women, Self-Employment.  

 
Introduction 
 

In a patriarchal society dominated by the ideology of men as breadwinner and women as homemaker what 

motivates a woman to choose entrepreneurship as a profession forms an interesting question for 

anthropological exploration. The societal approved gender roles have led to establish professions as 

gendered.  Employment with fixed work hours and a stable salary is preferred over entrepreneurship 

generally. Work hours ending in early afternoon is a further preference especially for women. The reason 

being women‟s work would not be a hindrance to their traditional role performance.  Entrepreneurship 

while flexible in terms of self-employment is demanding as well as time consuming. This article looks into 

the factors leading women to choose entrepreneurship over employment.  

 

Entrepreneurship is primarily considered as an economic activity. However, this activity does not take 

place in isolation. On a deeper analysis, it is evident that a mere economic conceptualization of 

entrepreneurship will always lead to partial and/or erroneous understanding. Bruni, Ghraridi and Poggio 

(2004) in their ethnographic study establish gender and entrepreneurship as intertwined practices and 

symbolic forms. They view entrepreneurship as an “archetype of social action which is to be read in 

cultural context; this social action further involves two types “doing gender and “doing business”. The 

relationship between the two has been established such that doing business is naturalized as an androcentric 
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action. A large number of studies on entrepreneurial activity establish it as a masculine activity, primarily 

focusing on men‟s experience and generalizing it for all. (Baker, Aldrich and Lious: 1997, Hamilton, 2013). 

On the other hand, entrepreneurial masculinity is widely criticized and contested by feminist scholarship 

(Bourne, 2010; Bruni et.al, 2004b: DeBruin et.al 2010, Hamilton: 2019; Lewis: 2006). Women‟s 

entrepreneurial activities are often ignored or neglected (Baker et.al, 1997:222; Hamilton, 2013, Ogbor 

2000). Baker et.al, identified two reasons behind this neglect; 1) women entrepreneurs are conceptualized 

as mimicking men‟s experiences 2) women-owned firms are still small 'lifestyle' businesses ( Baker et.al, 

1997:222). The responsibility of perpetuation of this idea falls on both, academic research and media 

representations of entrepreneurs (Hamilton, 2013, Baker et.al, 1997).  Ahl & Marlow point to a “persistent 

but occluded gender bias within the entrepreneurial discourse” (2012: 543). Our argument is neither 

entrepreneurship is a sole economic activity nor limited to any gender. That many women are actively 

engaging in varied forms of entrepreneur activities. Caredella et al claim “female entrepreneurs represent 

the fastest growing category of entrepreneurship worldwide” (2020: 2) GEM report informs an estimated 

figure of 231 million women engaged in entrepreneurial activities across the world (2019). “The study of 

entrepreneurship would be greatly enhanced by incorporating more theoretically sophisticated 

understandings of gender” suggests Hamilton (2013: 91). Our research is an effort in this lieu. It contributes 

to the growing body of literature that attempts to better comprehend women and entrepreneurship, its 

various dimensions and the intricacies involved. (Tambunan: 2009; Unni & Yadev: 2016; Goheer: 2003). 

 

A total of 23 indepth interviews were conducted in Balgran Union Council using open ended questions for 

indentification of factors leading women to opt entrepreneurship. Informal conversations were particularly 

helpful in understanding the lived experiences of women. Majority of the interviews were conducted in 

Urdu, while a few in Hindko, depending upon the respondents‟ preference for the language. Table 1 enlists 

the respondents, their age, marital status and the type of entrepreneurial activity. Aliases are used in order 

to ensure confidentiality.  

 

Table 1: Respondents‟ Profile 

S.No. Name Age Status Occupation 

1.  Amna 36 Married Boutique and tailoring Service 

2.  Bisma 51 Widow Boutique and tailoring Service 

3.  Durdana 48 Widow Poultry business 

4.  Erum 45 Married Owner of private school 

5.  Faria 30 Married Owner of private academy 

6.  Gulnar 35 Unmarried Runs a shop 

7.  Hina 25 Unmarried Owner of a private academy 

8.  Isma 43 Married Runs a beauty parlour 

9.  Jamila 33 Married Runs a beauty parlour 

10.  Kiran 25 Unmarried Ladies Garments Shop 

11.  Lubna 45 Married Boutique and tailoring service 

12.  Misbah 45 Divorced Boutique and tailoring service 

13.  Nadia 39 Married Runs a shop 

14.  Palwasha 38 Married Craft maker and retailer 

15.  Qirat 40 Married Runs a small shop 

16.  Rida 36 Married Runs a small shop 

17.  Sana 48 Widow Boutique and tailoring service 

18.  Talat 52 Widow Craft maker and retailor 

19.  Unaiza 47 Married Poultry business 

20.  Vardah 51 Divorced Boutique and tailoring service 

21.  Waheeda 39 Married Runs a day care 

22.  Yasmeen 34 Married Runs a beauty parlour 

23.  Zara 38 Married Runs a beauty parlour 

                                           (Source: Fieldwork) 
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The Choice for Entrepreneurship 
 

Several factors influence women‟s choice for entrepreneurship as a source of earning. While the 

respondents believed that earning and providing for family is primarily the responsibility of men and house 

management of women, yet they equally believed in co-operating with the men in case his income is 

insufficient for the household. The women in this study were actively contributing to the livelihood of their 

families. Alongside their daily household chores they were running a business of their own of varying 

scale. For some, the income earned supplemented the men‟s earnings for others it was a matter of survival. 

To each her own reason, driven by several factors; chance, circumstances, availability of resources, skills, 

market demand etc. It is important to note here that that the domineering factor remained insufficient 

finances. 

 

Female Breadwinner: The forced entrepreneurs
1
 

 

This section discusses the female headed households. Respondents in this case are the only earners of their 

family. On losing the male head of the household, through death or termination of marriage, women 

automatically assume this position and the attached financial responsibilities.  In such cases it is not a 

matter of choice but compulsion. Interestingly a commonality can be found in the pattern of narration by 

respondents. One, the fear of poverty and cessation of income source is greater than the grief of losing the 

male head or abandonment by him. Second, the mustering of inner strength and resolute to take 

responsibility is significantly highlighted against the hurdles and barriers faced.  Third, a sense that no help 

and aid is unconditional; since conditions are unknown, help from others must never be an option worth 

considering.  

 

Bisma, a widow for seven years, was left with meager resources after her husband‟s death but these 

exhausted soon. She did not have money to buy food, pay for her children‟s school fee and other 

necessities. She mustered up courage and strength for the sake of the survival and took upon herself to 

ensure their provisions.  

 

If male head is not there all responsibilities fall on the woman, not just of herself but the entire family. 

One has to remain strong. Also to not work or to not earn an income is no longer an option. The best is 

to have a business of one’s own.  

 

Kiran, runs her own shop of ladies garments. For her this decision came as naturally as did the position of 

heading the household after her father‟s demise. Being the eldest she felt it her responsibility to take care of 

her younger siblings. She believes the crises helped discover her hidden potential; with responsibility came 

strength and will to stand on her own feet.  

 

I have never been to the market alone. But after my father’s death, I had to, for the sake of my younger 

siblings, for my family. I run a shop here in the market. No matter how weak a woman is, adversity 

automatically makes her courageous. I have lived it through and I am not a quitter. Started my own 

business to meet the family’s needs.  

 

Sana, 48years old, is a widow. Running a small boutique with tailoring service, she also is an entrepreneur 

by compulsion:  

 

I did not want to burden anyone with my problems and my children’s expenses. A lone woman has to 

go through a lot. But then I had to do something for money. Became an entrepreneur” 

                                                 
1
 “Forced entrepreneurs are those who are compelled by circumstances (e.g., death of a spouse, the family 

facing financial difficulties) to start a business, their primary motivation, hence, tend to be financial” 

(Das in Tambunan, 2009: 27) 
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We found, a note cautioning women against financial help from others, in all the narratives. Our 

respondents emphasized that a woman must never trust and share her burden with anyone whether single, 

divorced or widowed. Unsure of the intentions of others, especially men, they believe it is better not to take 

help. Vardah who is 51 and runs a boutique expresses her concern: 

 

Having money is a necessity, we cannot do without it. It is difficult for a woman to survive on her own. 

How can she not earn money, she has to. One must never ask for help. People try and take undue 

advantage of a woman who has no man by her side.  

 

Amna affirms the same cautiousness. She is neither divorced nor widowed but was forced by circumstances 

to generate an income for the family. Her husband‟s disability being the reason:  

 

If I was not earning today our life would have been in rags. I am not comfortable asking for help, who 

helps without an expectation for return? 

 

Palwasha, a craftsperson and small scale business proprietor, shares circumstances similar to Amna. After a 

paralysis attack, her husband got bedridden due to which she had to take the responsibility of heading the 

household. In addition to her traditional and normative role of homemaker and caretaker, she also was 

caregiver and provider for the family after her husband was bedridden. Despite that the work load has 

doubled she shows extreme compassion towards her husband.   

 

I make sure that my husband never feels that he is now a burden on us. I am his support like he was 

once. I know stitching, sewing and embroidering and use my skill to afford the family expenditures 

including my husband’s medicines.  

 

Of all the respondents, Gulnar presents an interesting case. She was single by choice. Generally and 

normatively, it is the responsibility of the father to provide financial support to daughter and husband to 

wife. A woman who remains unmarried by choice will have to think and devise ways for self-sustenance, 

informs Gulnar. She is a non-conformist in the sense that she does not comply to such position of 

dependency on men rather believes in being independent and self-reliant.  

 

Parental Obligation 

 

Of all the reasons for choosing to earn; concern for the future of children stood out. An apprehension held 

not only by single parenting women, but also those who found their husband‟s income insufficient to afford 

provision of quality education and better living standards. This section includes cases of both, women‟s 

entrepreneurial earning as primary source as well as a supplementary source, adding on to husband‟s 

income. The respondents showed a deep concern about the productive growth and personality formation of 

their children. In case of provision of basic needs and ensuring accepted rights, for instance, education, 

again the belief is that it is not just education but quality education, not just schooling but private schooling 

that is to be guaranteed. It is interesting to note how women assumed their duties and responsibilities 

beyond established norms and imposed a self-formulated standard on themselves.  

 

My husband has a good job but as children are growing so are their needs. The most important is 

education which has also become quite expensive. My husband’s income is only enough for running 

the house. I have started business for children and spend my earnings on them. (Nadia, 39, married, 

beautician) 

 

For Bisma, a widow and 51 years of age, the decision for opting entrepreneurship was led by necessity. 

Having five daughters to feed and take care of, she had no choice but to earn. She feels obligated to afford 

their education in the absence of their father.  
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I have five daughters. After my husband’s death I became responsible for their financial upkeep. I 

started from scratch, but managed. I am also making an effort to send them to schools. They would 

have if their father was alive.  

 

With husband unemployed and dependent children, Lubna 51years of age, decided to use her stitching and 

sewing skills for survival purposes. She is successfully running a stitching and training institute. For her the 

struggle was intense due to the pressure by her family‟s aversion to women‟s work and mobility in public 

space. But despite the hurdles and barriers, she remained firm. For her, the decision was solely her own and 

unfaltering given the adversity and hunger of children.  

 

In our family women are not allowed to work outside. But when my husband lost his job, we would 

remain hungry for days. I could tolerate it for myself but not for my children. So I decided to do 

something about it. I knew stitching and sewing, offered this service to people. And with the earnings 

bought material to stitch clothes for sale. My entire family was unhappy with my work. But I did not 

care.  

 

As mentioned earlier it is not just the provision of basic needs of children but a concern for healthy 

personality formation that is internalized as a fundamental duty of parents. On Nadia‟s insistence, her 

husband agreed to send their children to private school instead of public one, the latter being cheaper in 

terms of cost of education. However, often they failed to pay the school dues in time. When they started 

receiving fee submission reminders from the school frequently and regularly, not only did she feel 

embarrassed herself but felt sorry for her children. She explained that the school‟s administration give these 

reminders to children in front of other children who then tease and bully. This, she believes, would 

adversely affect her children‟s confidence. Moreover, they would be shamed for an action that is not theirs. 

The pressure of this sense of guilt was so intense that Nadia and her husband together decided that she 

would open up a beauty parlour, a skill she had since long. But it was being availed only by friends and 

family and free of cost.  

 

Amna, also started small scale business to be able to provide for her children 

 

After my husband had a paralysis attack, I started to work. I could not think a life of deprivation and 

destitution for my children. For my husband, for my children, for my family, I made this decision. 

  

It is worth discussing here the reciprocal understanding of parental responsibility. Almost all of the 

respondents subtly hinted at the expectation that their efforts to raise better and educated children is a form 

of social security. The dependent children of now will be independent earning members of the family in 

future and will be taking care of the independent earning parents of now when they will age and be 

dependent.  

 

Stretching to meet the ever existing inflation: The necessity of supplementary income  

 

Under capitalist system, commoditization and monetization of each thing and every service has led to a 

general feeling of insufficiency of resources. A common view among the respondents is that one man‟s 

earning no longer is ample to meet the needs of the entire family. Interestingly, it is the domestic role of the 

women which gets extended. This extension allows for transcending the traditional domestic space. The 

“good wife” “in support of” her husband leaves home to earn and contribute to the family‟s income. Like 

“good parent” the “good wife” also is prepared to compromise her personal wishes and forgo expenditures 

on her individual self. Faria who runs an academy of her own comments: 

 

Everything has become expensive. One man can no longer fulfill the needs of entire family. So I started 

to work to support my husband.  
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Qirat shares a similar objective, supporting husband and earning a supplementary income:  

 

My husband took loan to construct this house. Major portion of his salary is used to pay it off. To save 

him of financial worries I started my own business. Together we are able to run the house efficiently. 

 

Jamila laments inflation and believes it to be a spousal obligation to support by earning an income  

 

Everything has become outrageously expensive! Managing the household expenditures efficiently is 

only possible when husband and wife support each other. In order to be able to afford a better life, I 

started to work. We were not able to meet the needs with his income alone. 

 

Ayesha‟s dream is a house of her own. She lives in a joint family. Completely aware of the fact that with 

her husband‟s income it is impossible to realize her wish she started to work.  

My fondest desire is to have a house of our own. I live in a joint family with my parents in law. But they 

have written a house deed in my brother in law’s name. My husband remained upset for days. But then I 

consoled him and committed to support him.  

 

Erum is an educational entrepreneur. When her husband lost his job, she decided to open up a private 

school. Since unemployed her husband initially helped her to set it up but later permanently joined her in 

her venture.  

 

My husband lost his job. I had a good educational background. We opened up a small school. But later 

the clientele rose to such extent that I suggested my husband to work together. It’s a successful 

venture. We work and help each other in school and at home too.  

 

Beyond the basic needs: the pursuit for better life 

 

This section discusses the desire and pursuit for better living standards and the respondents‟ strive to 

acquire it. Better living standards is measured in material terms; better income, better affordability; durable 

goods and an easy access to educational and health services. In terms of services, private ones are preferred 

over public, the former are believed to be of improved standard and quality but expensive. It is not just 

about the basic needs fulfillment but being able to afford comfort and even luxury. With affluence 

everything else will automatically settle. Current times are reckoned as extremely competitive. Interesting 

to note is the perception that women are inherently more concerned and competitive about improving 

domestic conditions than men who struggle in the aggressive market space. 

 

In today’s world everyone is engaged in a rat race. This is how it is. Women are also competing with 

each other. Everyone has a right to enjoy better things in life. Informs Yasmeen (34 years old and 

beautician). 

 

While for Yasmeen it is a right to have a better life which also entails responsibility to work for it, for Isma 

it is a demand of the present time.   

 

Life is not just about satiating one’s hunger. Each era has its own distinctiveness, demanding people to 

mould according to it. It is important to live by the system, earn more, eat good, drink pure, live in a 

nice home. For all this women must work, single person’s earning is not enough.  

 

Alongside lifestyle, the individual self must continually improve. Better life means to be able to afford 

quality food, expensive clothing, and beauty services. It is taken to be a basic right to look good and 

beautiful and the competition in this context is naturalized.  
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Naturally everyone wants to look better and beautiful than others, to improve herself, to make lifestyle 

better says Yasmeen. 

 

The struggle for a unique distinctive identity is evident in women‟s articulation of their desire for an 

improved life. Equally interesting to note is the connection established between women‟s work and 

identity; women work and want to make an identity of their own; be able to establish oneself better than 

others by utilizing ones skill and contributing to family‟s income; look distinct and unique from the 

mainstream.  

 

Rida, a 36 years old shop owner, takes pride in earning and spending it on herself as well as her children.  

 

Everyone has a personality and must continually work to groom it. A few respondents draws a causal 

nexus between better income, better living standard and upward social mobility. “I want my children to 

stand out among the crowd. I also want my house to look the best equipped with what is latest and chic 

and have a standing in the society. This motivates me, rather forces me to have an income of my own. 

(Waheeda, 39 years old, runs a day care center)  

 

One of the respondent views affluence as a means to avoid social and domestic conflict.  Whatever a 

woman earns, she spends on her home and family. When women are supportive towards their husband and 

contribute financially it resolves many social and domestic problems. (Faria, 30 years old, runs an 

academy)  

 

Dignity and Self-respect 

 

A major concern of the respondents is respect and dignity of all irrespective of gender. Both are seen as a 

possibility only when a person is independent, especially economically. Women‟s choice for work is a 

conscious decision and a choice among less favourable options. Never put hands in front of others, even in 

crises when you need money, not relatives, not neighbours, no one, is a self-advice that echoes across all 

the interviews. There are two responses to money request, either it is granted or refused. Refusal is taken as 

humiliation. Apprehensive about refusals, our interlocutors emphasize self-reliance through self-

employment. This also sheds light on what is tolerable. The struggle and effort involved in working outside 

the home although restricted by social norms is acceptable and preferred while a refusal of financial request 

is not. Here arises the question why does this option of financial support from kith and kin is even there? To 

understand this it is important to know the social context. As said earlier, traditional gender roles assign 

men to work and earn in the public sphere. Primarily it is the responsibility of father to take care of 

unmarried daughter and husband of wife. In case of loss of father or husband, socially it is expected that 

close male relatives will financially support the woman and her children. However, social system is in 

transition. Nuclear family system is fast replacing the joint family system of earlier times. The taboos 

regarding women and work are losing their ground. The ever-increasing inflation and insufficiency of one 

person‟s earnings also have a part to play. A woman in need is no longer a familial and social 

responsibility. What was previously understood as aid, support, help is now perceived as charity. In order to 

avoid the humiliation entailed in charity, respondents opted for self-employment.  

 

With money comes respect too; no money means no social respect and social network says Durdana (48 

years old, owns poultry). After the sudden death of her husband and loss of income she sought help from 

close relatives and was not only refused but shamed. Disheartened by the situation and worried about the 

future she kept thinking of ways of income generation. The education she had was not enough to secure a 

good job. She then took loan from her neighbor bought a buffalo and started selling milk and ghee. Having 

a clear understanding of the monetary dimension of social respect, she made sure to return the loan at the 

earliest.  
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For Zara, it is a matter of personal dignity.  

 

“I feel shame in asking money, not even ten rupees. What if someone refuses! Each person has his/her 

own needs and earns for himself/herself. We cannot blame people for not sharing their hard earned 

money. But then there are people who affluent but miserly. Why ask them? It’s better to earn and save 

oneself from lamentations” (38 years old, married, beautician) 

 

Jameela, a 33 years old beautician shares similar views  

 

Who would like to risk their money and lend it to a woman with no source of income! Entrepreneurship 

is risky, there lurks the possibility of loss. Sole proprietorship is the only option. So it is better to utilize 

one’s skill for income generation. 

 

Azra, 45 years old, devastated by divorce she has little hope and least expectations from others.  

 

Nobody helps in difficult times. After my husband divorced me, concerned about survival, I thought of 

ways to self-earn. As I said nobody helps in difficult times. Also I do not want to be a burden on 

anyone, not even my brother. 

 

Hina, a 25 years old education entrepreneur (runs an academy) is sympathetic to her father‟s meager 

income and does not want to burden him.  

 

I donot want to burden my father with my education expenses, he is already struggling to make both 

ends meet. I decided to open up a private academy and teach.  

 

So far we have discussed how women, unwilling to be a burden, opted for small scale business. The pattern 

of argument and justification is interesting. Self-respect and self-dignity emerge as primary concerns. The 

way to acquire it is by not being a burden, not being dependent, not requesting for financial help. Qirat‟s 

explanation stands out among the rest. The reason being the connection she makes between women 

entrepreneurship, financial independence and empowerment. Her argument unlike others is not I do not 

want to be a burden rather I want to be independent which for her is the primary ingredient to a good life. 

Furthermore, 

 

To lead a good life it is important that a woman is independent and is able to make decisions for 

herself. Independence would come only when a woman earns for herself. Having money of one’s own 

is the key to empowerment (40 years old, shopkeeper). 

 

Self-worth and Self- Actualization 

 

While parental obligation and support of male earning family member emerge as the primary reasons for 

pre-self-employment; self-worth and self-actualization are often mentioned as realizations post the work 

experience.  Yasmeen (34 years old, beautician) felt challenged when her husband repeatedly praised 

working women for contributing to the family‟s income. She confesses being jealous and resolved to prove 

herself among women she did not know but felt as if in competition.  

 

To me my husband praising working women was intolerable. He would say look at her, she earns a 

handsome salary and lives a comfortable life. I always felt being undermined and perceived them as 

indirect hints. I decided to do something on my own. 

 

She finds the traditional gender norms in contradiction to prevailing economic system in which one 

person‟s salary is inadequate.  
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On one hand social norms restrict women’s mobility and work in public space while on the other 

everyone seems to commend a working women as brave and a great support to her husband. They 

would say look at her she struggles and earns like a man. And our men they would not allow us to step 

outside the house yet keep applauding working women.”  

 

Another respondent affirms 

 

Husbands, on one hand, do not approve if their wives go outside the house, while on the other, they 

like the women who are educated, have good jobs, and earn well. Their desire is to have a wife that 

earns. People would always say that a woman’s place is home but would respect women who have an 

earning of their own. (Isma, 43 years old, married, beautician)  

 

Rida‟s challenge is also driven from her husband‟s constant comparison of her with other women. These 

“other women” is a category, typified and idealized by him. His image of “good wife” is a silent woman, 

one who does not demand anything, from basics of life to comforts. Tired of his nagging, Rida chooses 

self-employment.  

 

One important source of conflict between couples is the expectation from the other. My husband does 

not approve of me asking for things, anything! Even if it is a kitchen item. His first reaction is always 

“Where do I bring all this money from to meet your daily demands? What kind of a woman are you?” 

He believes that a wife should never bother her husband with money issues. In order to avoid such 

conflicts I started to earn to be able to buy what is necessary.  (36 years old, married, runs a shop) 

 

Inspired by success and Aspire to succeed 

 

Whereas the preceding section discusses competition with other women as key factors for self-employment; 

this one deliberates upon inspiration from the successful female entrepreneurs as a motivational force. A 

few interviewees expressed their aspiration to imitate them, their personality and lifestyle. They also desire 

to extend their business from small scale to market level.  Isma, 43 years old,  is inspired by her sister who 

runs a parlour of her own, earning a decent income and is able to maintain a high living standard. While 

Yasmeen idealizes her friend 

 

My friend has bought a car, house, everything with her own income. Seeing her I feel if she can do it, 

why can’t I. 

 

For Rida successful people in general are inspirational  

 

Successful people are always idealized. Their personality has a magnetic pull. I always wanted to 

thrive and flourish, hence I step outside home and work. (36 years old, married, runs a shop) 

 

An interesting perception is the domino effect of entrepreneurial success. Most of the respondents believed 

that women entrepreneurs help and facilitate others. One woman‟s success benefits others too by providing 

employment opportunities or imparting a skill. Since majority of them have been experienced poverty at 

some point of time in their life, they claim to have become more compassionate and sympathetic.  

 

While some women of the study are motivated by inspiration others aspire to inspire. Erum an edupreneur, 

driven by her desire to provide an easy access to quality education especially for girls, opened up a private 

school. Lubna, a social entrepreneur, runs a private vocational training school, believes that acquiring a 

skill is as fundamental as is education.  

 

Since I have seen poverty very closely I understand that it is important to know a skill alongside 

education. I have been able to earn through sewing and stitching. I earn enough to support myself and 
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my family. I have now opened up a vocational training school so that everybody learns the skill and 

uses it for income generation. (52 years old, widow) 

 

Securing the future 

 

Many women opt for entrepreneurship for a secure future. Apart from spending money on improving living 

standards, women save to invest in property and gold ornaments. Old age security is the primary motivation 

for this saving. In the absence of any state welfare system for senior citizens, this saving is seen as old age 

security and pension system. When they will not be able to work on their own, they will continue to receive 

rent from property. After her divorce, Misbah decided to live alone but was unable to see a secure future for 

herself. This fear constantly remained on her mind. Her plan is to save enough money from her earnings to 

buy a house that she would rent out to ensure a stable income throughout her life. She believes  

 

No one can foresee future but it is important to prepare of it and make it as secure as is possible. (45 

years old, boutique). 

 

Qirat shares a similar plan: 

 

Life is unpredictable. One must prepare oneself for everything. I work to save for future, to insure 

against any untoward incident. I’ll buy land in my name once I have enough money. (40 years old, 

runs a shop). 

 

But not every respondent planned to have a house due to high costs it entailed. Saving money, having some 

resources in hand for future use is a concern for all. Jameela 33 explains: 

 

One must think of future while in present. Some monetary saving, some asset always helps reduce the 

anxiety about future. (33 years old, runs a parlour). 

 

Waheeda forces herself to save to be able to spend on her children‟s wedding: 

 

My children are growing fast. Soon they’ll be of marriageable age. With each passing day things are 

getting costlier. Who knows what will happen in the future. But I am saving little by little. Also I keep 

collecting things for my daughter’s dowry. (39 years old, runs a day care center). 

 

It is a socially accepted expectation from children to reciprocate the love and care of their parents by 

looking after them in their declining years and debility. As discussed in section on dignity and self-respect; 

with changing times, social system, norms and behavior is also changing. It is believed that collectivism is 

being fast replace by individualism. Talat 52, expresses her unsureness of future:  

 

Times are such that no one knows if children would take care of me when I am old. I have been saving 

for myself. If I am not a financial liability children might not alienate. (widow, runs a vocational 

training school). 

 

Employment vs. Self-employment 

 

Despite a concern for shrinking job market, almost all the respondents have shown a preference for 

entrepreneurship over employment. Flexibility of time stands out as the most important reason which 

according to the respondents is only possible in case of entrepreneurship. The fixed hour job with its 

emphasis on punctuality is difficult to manage for women alongside their domestic responsibilities. Having 

a business of their own provides them with atleast some liberty to manage time as per their circumstances. 

Also it saves them from the fear of losing a job because of tardiness.  
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9-5 jobs are difficult for women to manage alongside home. Women also have a lot of other tasks to 

do. These jobs consume the whole day. These are not for women. Misbah‟s disapproval resonates 

across all the interviews.  

 

The ability to manage time as per one‟s routine and the autonomy in decision making has enabled the 

respondents prefer entrepreneurship over employment. The preference for self-employment is a swift 

decision for Unaiza: 

 

One must abide by whatever the employer asks and demands. You are at the mercy of the employer. 

One’s respect is at stake if one does not follow as told. There is always lurking this fear of losing job. 

See, I am my own boss. The only restriction is my domestic work. (47 years old, married, runs poultry 

business). 

 

Isma adds to the benefits: 

 

There’s no fear, no restriction, work as you will, take off when you want; there are plenty advantages 

of having a business of ones’ own. I am only able to look after my home because of personal 

enterprise. Had I been employed it wouldn’t have been possible to fulfill my responsibility. (43, 

married, runs a parlour). 

 

Another concern is the necessity of hiring domestic help required to be able to work for fixed hours. A 

corollary apprehension is security issues when things are left to helpers.  

 

Women earn out of the need for money. If half the salary is spent on paying the servants what benefit is 

doing this job! And how would I ensure that my things are safe when I am not home. (Palwasha, 38 

years old, married, craft maker).  

 

For Samina entrepreneurship is the only option given her family restrictions: 

 

My husband is a tough person. I cannot do anything without his permission. He does not allow me to 

go outside, working in an office is out of question. He does not approve of men and women working 

together in a co-gender environment. He has no qualms over this parlour. And I do not want to disrupt 

the peace of my home. (Nadia, 39 years old, married, parlour). 

 

Several respondents mentioned low salary and exploitation at workplace as reasons for less preference. It is 

generally believed that women are not rewarded duly for the work they do within formal as well as 

informal economy (Malik 2018). In case of entrepreneurship all accounts are known. The chances of 

improving ones income are higher with greater effort and expansion of the business.  

 

Most of the respondents also alluded to the fact that traditionally little attention is paid to girls‟ education. 

However, they learn various skills primarily for domestic purposes, stitching, sewing, embroidering, 

knitting, domestication of animals, etc. Since their educational qualification was such that they would not 

have secured a job with a decent salary, they decided to make use whatever their skill they knew for 

business purposes. Also some found entrepreneurship more profitable than employment.  

 

I have only been to middle school. Why would anyone offer me a job? Acknowledges Reshma. With my 

skill I could only start a business. It is running well. Only a highly educated person is able to secure a 

good job with high salary. Rest are menial jobs, like cleaning etc. and low paid. All salary will be 

spent on transport. (Palwasha, 38 years old, married, craftsmaker). 
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Conclusion 
 

Of the three categories of entrepreneurs, “chance”, “forced” and “created” entrepreneurs, the female 

entrepreneurs of this study clearly fall within category of forced entrepreneurs. Pressed by their compulsive 

circumstances, women of the study made use of whatever skill or education they already had, to initiate 

enterprise. The income thus generated, is either a primary source of earning in case of female headed 

household or supplementary for male headed household. Within the traditional patriarchal structure with its 

strictly defined gender roles women view their private enterprise as an extension of their domesticity. 

Women‟s articulation of their choice to work to earn is such that it is seen as a form of domestic 

responsibility. This extension facilitates breach of traditionally established notion of „women‟s place is the 

private domestic space‟, which otherwise would have been an impossibility. Working for the survival of the 

family, to supplement meager resources, to support husband, to fulfill parental obligation emerge as 

primary reasons for the enterprise. In another words, women entrepreneurs are engaged in performativity 

based actions: doing gender and doing business. Where the latter gets justified by the former. Seeing in this 

way mobility and work in the public space is not taken as defiance and deviation from norm. Another 

prominent finding is the pronounced use of the pronoun “I”; “I earn” “I spend” “I decided”, “I save” alludes 

to a sense of agency, autonomy and a sense of empowerment driven from their work.   
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